.401 Shank Chisels

5010 Muffler removal chisel
5020 Ripping chisel
5030 Tapered punch
5040 7" Cold chisel
5050 Rivet cutter
5060 Spot weld buster chisel
5080 Single blade panel cutter
5090 Edging and cutting chisel
5100 Double blade panel cutter
5140 1" Face smoothing hammer
5190 Angle scraper
5200 Muffler splitter
5220 Wide cold chisel
5270 Tie rod separator
5280 Ball joint separator
88908 UTA88908 Panel cutter with two cutting edges
88910 UTA88910 Flat chisel 7"
88910-11 UTA88910-11 Flat chisel 11"
88912 UTA88912 Rivet cutter
88913 UTA88913 Blank chisel
Percussion Tool Accessories

Chipping Hammer Chisels
.680 Shank Diameter Forged Chisels for use in UT8642 through UT8644 series and UT8651 through UT8654 series hammers and most competitive tools. Available with hex shanks specify “H” after part number.

- UTA88303 Flat Chisel
- UTA88305 Cape Chisel
- UTA88307 Round Nose
- UTA88309 Diamond Point
- UTA88313 Moil Point
- UTA88321 Tooth Chisel
- UTA88325 Flat Chisel, 1-1/2" wide
- UTA88337 Gouge Chisel

Scaler Chisels & Attachments
For use with UT8630 Series, CLECO, ROTO, ARO,and CP9536 Scalers.

- UTA88303 3" Blade Chisel
- UTA88304 Blank Chisel
- UTA88305 Cold Flat Chisel
- UTA88306 1-3/8" Blade Chisel
- UTA88307 Angle-Blade Chisel
- UTA88308 Cold Flat Chisel (For use with UT8650 Flux Chipper)
- UTA88309 1-3/8" Blade Chisel
- UTA88310 Angle-Blade Chisel
- UTA88311 Needle Scaler Attachment
Converting UT8630 chisel scaler to needle scaler.

- UTA85130 5" Needles (Set of 18)

- UTA86935 4" Flex Blade Chisel
For use with UT8630LI

- UTA85836 Vacuum Shroud
UTA85836L Vacuum Shroud Long Bristle Brush

Air Files
For use with Universal Tool Air Files

- 5679 Flat Mill Cut, 3-pack
- 5680 Round Single Cut, 3-pack
- 5681 Triangle Single Cut, 3-pack
- 5682 Flat Bastard Cut, 3-pack
- 5683 Set of 4 assorted files
Carbide Insert Chisels for UT9922
5340 3/8" Blade
*5350 3/4" Blade
5360 1 1/2" Blade
*1 pc supplied with UT9922

Chipping Hammer Retainer
9729583-A Retainer
For use with Universal Tool Chipping Hammers
9729584 Spring for Retainer

Utility Hammer Accessories
UTA83309 Positive Quick-Change Safety Lock
5130 One-Piece Safety Retainer
5120 Quick-Change Retainer Spring
5210 Beehive Retainer Spring

Air Inlet Swivels
UTA85810 3/8" Air Inlet Swivel
UTA85815 7/8" Air Inlet Swivel

Saw Blades
For use with reciprocating saws
5650 10 assorted H.S.S. Blades
5651 10-pack 18 TPI Scroll Blades
5652 10-pack 24 TPI Scroll Blades
5653 10-pack 32 TPI Scroll Blades
5654 10-pack 18 TPI All-Purpose Blades
5655 10-pack 32 TPI All-Purpose Blades
5656 3-pack TPI Bi-Metal Blades